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Abstract

Load transfer in applications or between machine components is generally achieved through

contact. In case of recurrent high contact loads in combination with a rolling motion, i.e. with

a relatively small amount of slip, the contact surface may eventually suffer from rolling con-

tact fatigue (RCF). The damage consists then of cracks and craters or spalls, which can cause

dysfunctionality of the application leading to inefficiency or increased maintenance costs. Ul-

timately the damage may cause total failure of the machine component. The damage process

is still not fully understood due to the complexity of the problem. Different mechanisms

have been suggested to explain initiation and propagation of RCF damage. The current work

focused on crack growth modelling of surface initiated RCF in case hardened gear steel. The

study was based on the asperity point load mechanism, which emphasizes the importance of

the surface roughness in the damage process. Asperities on the contact surface act as stress

raisers inducing locally high tensile surface stress when entering the contact. Improved under-

standing of the damage process and further validation of the asperity point load mechanism

was achieved.

In Paper A, the crack path of surface initiated RCF was simulated in the symmetry

plane of the damage with the trajectory of the largest principal stress in the uncracked ma-

terial. The mode I fracture mechanism was found applicable as well as linear elastic fracture

mechanics (LEFM). The evolvement of the asperity contact parameters during the load cycle

was determined through a finite element (FE) contact model based on an equivalent contact

geometry. The predicted RCF crack path agreed with experimental spall profiles both in entry

details as in overall shape. An experimental series was performed in Paper B to investigate

the crack closure behaviour in presence of large negative minimum loads. The experimental

results suggested a crack closure limit close to zero. The choice of the equivalent mixed-mode

stress intensity factor range and especially the crack closure limit had a significant effect

on the predicted RCF or spalling life. The two-dimensional crack growth model was further

developed in Paper C and used to investigate the influence of asperity size, friction and resid-

ual surface stress on the simulated RCF damage. The simulations agreed qualitatively with

experimental observations where reduced surface roughness, improved lubrication and com-

pressive residual surface stress increased RCF resistance. In Paper D, a three-dimensional

stationary crack was studied using an FE model and a simplified RCF load. A new crack

geometry was proposed allowing the investigation of the spall opening angle of the typical v-

shaped damage. Crack arrest through crack closure was suggested as explaining mechanism.

A qualitative study indicated increased spread of the surface damage with increased friction.

The results also depended on the crack inclination angle. The different studies supported the

asperity point load mechanism to explain not only fatigue initiation but also fatigue crack

propagation.





Sammanfattning

Lastöverföring i tillämpningar eller mellan maskinkomponenter uppn̊as i allmänhet genom

kontakt. Ifall återkommande höga kontaktbelastningar förekommer samtidigt med en rul-

lande rörelse, det vill säga med relativt lite glidning, kan kontaktytan s̊a sm̊aningom drabbas

av rullande kontaktutmattning (RCF). Skadan best̊ar d̊a av sprickor och gropar eller spall,

vilket kan orsaka en bristfällig fungerande tillämpning som leder till ineffektivitet eller ökade

underh̊allskostnader. Slutligen kan skadan resultera i fullständig förstörelse av maskinkompo-

nenten. Skadeförloppet är fortfarande inte helt klarlagt p̊a grund av problemets komplexitet.

Olika mekanismer har föreslagits för att förklara initiering och tillväxt av RCF sprickor. Det

aktuella arbetet fokuserade p̊a spricktillväxtmodellering av ytinitierad rullande kontaktut-

mattning i härdat kuggst̊al. Studien baserades p̊a asperitpunktlastmekanismen, som betonar

vikten av ytfinheten i skadeförloppet. Asperiter p̊a kontaktytan höjer ytspänningar, vilket

leder till lokalt höga dragspänningar när de kommer in i kontakten. Ökad först̊aelse av

skadeförloppet och ytterligare validering av asperitpunktlastmekanism uppn̊addes.

I Artikel A simulerades sprickvägen för ytinitierad rullande kontaktutmattning i sym-

metriplanet av skadan med vägen motsvarande den största huvudspänning i det ospruckna

materialet. Mode I brottmekanismen samt linjär elastisk brottmekanik (LEFM) visade sig

vara tillämpbara. Utvecklingen under lastcykeln av parametrarna som beskriver asperitkon-

takten bestämdes genom ett finit element (FE) kontaktmodell som bygger p̊a en ekvivalent

kontaktgeometri. Den förutsagda RCF sprickvägen stämde bra överens med experimentella

profiler fr̊an skadan för b̊ade de initiala och de övergripande egenskaper. I Artikel B utfördes

en experimentell studie för att undersöka sprickslutningsbeteendet vid stora negativa mini-

mumbelastningar. De experimentella resultaten pekade p̊a en sprickslutningsgräns som var

nära till noll. Valet av det ekvivalenta omf̊anget av spänningsintensitetsfaktorn för blandad

modus och särskilt sprickslutningsgränsen hade en betydande inverkan p̊a den förutsagda

RCF eller spallinglivslängd. Den tv̊adimensionella spricktillväxtmodellen utvecklades ytterli-

gare i Artikel C och användes för att undersöka p̊averkan p̊a den simulerade RCF skadan

av asperitstorleken, friktion och residuala ytspänningar. Simuleringarna överensstämdes

kvalitativt med experimentella erfarenheter där förbättrad ytfinhet, smörjning och residu-

ala ytspänningar i tryck ökade utmattningsmotst̊andet vid rullande kontakter. I Artikel D

studerades en tredimensionell stationär spricka med hjälp av en FE modell och en förenklad

rullande kontaktbelastning. En ny sprickgeometri föreslogs för utredningen av spallöppnings-

vinkeln hos typiska v-formade skador. Förhindrad spricktillväxt p̊a grund av sprickslutning

föreslogs som förklarande mekanism. En kvalitativ studie visade en ökad spridning av yt-

skadan vid högre friktion. Resultaten berodde ocks̊a p̊a lutningsvinkeln av sprickan. De

olika studierna stödde asperitpunktlastmekanismen för att inte bara förklara initiering utan

även tillväxt av utmattningssprickor.
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Introduction

The present thesis contains both experimental and numerical work on surface initiated rolling

contact fatigue (RCF) in case hardened gear wheels. The purpose was to improve understand-

ing of the damage process and crack behaviour both in the cross-section or symmetry plane

of the damage and at the surface. The asperity point load mechanism was further verified

and validated as explaining mechanism.

RCF is a complex problem due to the large number of interactively influencing parameters:

load, contact geometry, dimensions of individual asperities, lubrication film, additives, con-

taminants, slip, rolling velocity, coefficient of friction, material properties, inclusions, micro-

structure, surface treatment, etc. The complexity of the surface initiated RCF problem asked

for focusing on important parameters such as the contact geometry, material properties and

load. The effect of lubrication was included indirectly through the consideration of tangential

frictional forces. The present thesis focused on surface initiated RCF crack growth modelling

in case hardened gear steel for heavy gear contact. Mainly the effect of frictional loads,

surface roughness and residual surface stress were considered. The fatigue crack trajectory

was simulated based on experimental data from case hardened gears that had suffered from

surface initiated RCF. The corresponding fatigue life was estimated using a two-dimensional

crack growth model. The characteristic surface crack morphology was investigated using a

three-dimensional stationary crack model. The results of the numerical and experimental

investigations are collected in four appended papers, which include detailed descriptions of

the methods used and more elaborate discussions of all findings.

The current introduction presents the typical features of the surface initiated RCF dam-

age morphology as well as different possible damage propagation models. The asperity point

load mechanism is then introduced and explained. Furthermore, a brief overview of different

challenging aspects of RCF load modelling is presented, followed by a more detailed introduc-

tion of some methods used in the current work. Finally, a selection of results extracted from

the four appended papers is discussed. The introduction provides the reader with a general

background to situate the contributions of the present thesis.
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On fatigue crack growth modelling of surface initiated rolling contact fatigue

Background

The first recorded account of metal fatigue dates back from 1837. Albert performed fatigue

tests on conveyer chains in the Clausthal mines, which tended to fail under repeated small

loadings without any accidental overloads. Fatigue failure is thus clearly no new phenomenon.

Since the early work by Albert, many researchers have contributed with both experimental

studies and numerical models to improve understanding of fatigue failure and develop design

tools against it. For a more detailed account on the history of fatigue, see [1]. Repeated

loading of machine parts or structural components may indeed cause fatigue failure with

sometimes catastrophic consequences, as shown by some illustrious accidents involving for

instance trains and aircrafts. Design against fatigue failure still remains essential for many

applications or components.

Rolling contact fatigue (RCF) is a type of fatigue that can be observed in applications

or machine parts with interacting surfaces, where recurrent high contact loads occur in com-

bination with relatively little slip. Typical examples of such components are cam wheels,

bearings, gears or wheel-rail contacts, see Fig. 1. The fatigue damage observed at the inter-

acting surfaces can lead to dysfunctionality with for instance increased noise and vibrations,

and reduced efficiency of the application. The replacement or repair of such defective com-

ponents has a large impact on the total maintenance cost. Ultimately RCF may lead to total

failure of a component with sometimes even deadly outcome, as in the Hatfield rail accident

in 2000, where the rail was riddled with RCF cracks [2]. The resulting derailment injured

many passengers and caused four casualties.

For many machine parts or structural components successful design against other types of

fatigue failure, resulted in RCF becoming a life limiting factor. The further extension of the

fatigue life for such applications requires thus a better understanding and prevention of RCF

damage. Depending on the dimensions of the damage, one can distinguish between micro- and

(a) Sub-surface initiated RCF damage in a cam
wheel.

(b) Surface initiated RCF damage on gear flanks.

Figure 1: Machine components that suffered of RCF damage.
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macro-scale damage. The former is also designated as surface distress. Micro-scale contact

fatigue damage is of a size comparable to the dimensions of asperities on the contacting

surfaces. The macro-scale damage is referred to as spalling, following the nomenclature by

Tallian [3]. The term spall is used to describe both the crater and the chipped off material.

Other designations for RCF damage such as surface fatigue, pitting or flaking, exist in the

literature. RCF damage presents itself as cracks and craters in the contact surface of the

application. The study of RCF has revealed two types of initiation sites. The damage

originated either at the surface or below the surface. The latter case is designated as sub-

surface initiated RCF with the initiation site being typically a material defect or inclusion.

The observed damage presents itself then as fairly irregular shaped craters or spalls, see

Fig. 1(a), with an angle between the contact surface and the spall wall in general larger than

45◦ [3]. The occurrence of sub-surface initiated RCF can be prevented or reduced by improving

material properties, which then increases the relative importance of surface originated RCF

damage for which the contact surface properties play a major role. A difference in initiation

points and damage mechanisms yields also different damage characteristics. In this thesis the

work focused on surface initiated RCF on gear flanks.

Surface initiated rolling contact fatigue

Characteristic damage on components that suffered from surface initiated RCF or spalling are

fatigue cracks that extend from the surface, and small surface craters or spalls. The damage

developed at separate positions along the contact surface, see Fig. 1(b). Surface initiated

RCF has very characteristic features, as opposed to sub-surface originated damage.

Damage morphology

The surface morphology corresponds typically to an arrowhead shape with the apex directed

against the rolling direction [3], see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The apex was the initiation site and

the damage propagated in the rolling direction. This characteristic damage configuration has

also been referred to as a triangular, v-shaped, sea-shell shaped or fan-shaped crack. The angle

at the apex of the crater or spall is therefore a typical damage feature and is referred to as spall

opening angle or crack spread angle, α. Bastias et al. [4] performed an experimental study

on 440C bearing steel and measured spall opening angles in the range 50◦ − 60◦. Murakami

[5] reported results of several experimental studies in the range 70◦ − 140◦. The gear wheels

used in the current thesis were part of the investigation by Olsson [6] who found spall opening

angles in the range 85◦ − 115◦. The typical damage morphology for surface initiated RCF

damage has been reported by different studies on gears [6, 7, 8], including the gear wheels

used in the current work. For bearing applications, different investigations have reproduced

experimentally v-shaped crack configurations by introducing an artificial surface defect such

as an indent [4, 9, 10, 11]. Debris or contaminants in the lubricant oil will also indent the

17
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Figure 2: Typical geometric features of surface initiated rolling contact fatigue damage present on the flanks
of a studied gear wheel after 5.17× 106 cycles.

contact surface, and were thus shown to promote surface initiated RCF damage by generating

multiple initiation sites on the contact surface.

Another typical feature of surface initiated RCF damage is the shallow entry angle, β,

measured at the apex between the contact surface and the spall bottom. Various observations

were reported in the literature: according to Tallian [3] the entry angle is less than 30◦.

Smaller ranges were reported by Bastias et al. [4] for a bearing application, 20◦ – 24◦, and

by Dahlberg and Alfredsson [12] for the gears used in the current thesis, 25◦ – 30◦. Fig. 2(c)

presents different spall profiles measured along the symmetry line of separate craters on the

pinion shown in Fig. 1(b). The different spalls present similar profiles with propagation in

the rolling direction. The exit angle was observed to be steeper than the entry angle. A more

comprehensive description and numerous illustrations of spalling damage can be found in the

Failure Atlas by Tallian [3] or a review article by Olver [13].

Different stages of early RCF crack growth are illustrated in Fig. 3: after fatigue crack

initiation, small inclined cracks are observed at the surface, see Fig. 3(a). These continue to

propagate into the material and may turn to a path parallel to the contact surface. Finally

the fatigue crack will propagate towards the contact surface creating a spall. Prior to final

detachment of the spall particle, small particles of the undermined material may detach as

shown in Fig. 3(b). At the surface, damage will appear first near the apex or initiation

18
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Figure 3: Different stages of surface initiated rolling contact fatigue or spalling observed on the dedendum
of a pinion.

site. The crack may then further propagate at the surface along the arms of the v-shaped

crack with creation of the final spall particle when the crack reaches the trailing edge of the

arrowhead crater. Phillips and Chapman [14] used a magnetic method for detecting surface

contact fatigue. They performed experiments with a disc-on-disc machine in EN26 steel and

observed a typical arrowhead crack emanating from a surface flaw. The damage appeared also

first at the apex, followed however by cracks appearing at the trailing edge of the arrowhead.

Final detachment of the spall particle occurred then when the crack connected the apex with

the trailing edge of the arrowhead crack. The nature of the material and loading conditions

makes accurate monitoring of the damage development under service a challenging operation.

Damage modelling

Since the first comprehensive experimental work on RCF by Way [15] in 1935, many re-

searchers have studied the complex problem of spalling and proposed different mechanisms

to explain the damage process. Way [15] investigated various load and lubrication conditions

using steel rollers, and proposed the hydraulic pressure mechanism. The fluid pressure of the

lubricant flow in the crack allowed to explain crack propagation. Another lubricant based

mechanism, the fluid entrapment mechanism, was proposed by Bower [16]. It explains prop-

agation by the fluid pressure from the lubricant near the crack tip when the crack mouth is

closed and sealed during over-rolling. These mechanisms assumed a mode I fracture mecha-

nism. The mechanisms based on the presence of lubricant in the crack are though unable to

explain fatigue crack initiation. Meanwhile Keer and Bryant proposed a shear mode fracture

mechanism for coplanar crack growth. However, stable and prolongated coplanar mode II

crack growth is difficult to reproduce experimentally, especially in combination with com-

pression loads. A crack propagating with a mode II fracture mechanism will ultimately and

irreversibly kink to a mode I fracture mechanism [17].

These mechanisms have been used in fracture mechanical simulations to investigate RCF
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crack propagation. Initially two-dimensional cracks subjected to frictional Hertzian loads were

studied [16, 18]. Two-dimensional studies provide still valuable information about the fatigue

crack behaviour in the symmetry plane of the spall. Spalling life estimates may be derived

based on the fatigue crack growth rates simulated in the symmetry plane. RCF damage is

however three-dimensional and appears at specific positions along the contact width, hence the

need for three-dimensional crack descriptions to further improve the understanding of the RCF

damage process. Inclined semi-circular surface cracks subjected to different Hertzian contact

loads were selected by different studies [17, 19, 20, 21] to proceed with the investigation of the

damage process. This three-dimensional planar crack description does however not allow the

study of the surface features of the damage. The work by Murakami et al. [5] used a three-

dimensional non-planar crack with arrowhead shape in combination with a two-dimensional

load to investigate and simulate the surface morphology. The effect of the tangential frictional

load on the spall opening angle was emphasized. For a mean coefficient of friction equal to

0.1, the predicted crack spread angle was equal to 130◦. These three-dimensional crack

approaches mainly used a crack configuration with an inclination angle of 45◦. Considering

the experimental observations on surface initiated spalling damage with fairly shallow entry

angles, the relevance of such a large inclination angle may be questionable. The choice of

such a large inclination angle may be due to the limitations of the body force method used to

compute the stress intensity factors (SIFs) along the crack front. The body force method may

indeed encounter problems due to the predominant effect of the surface. This limitation of the

body force method was overcome with the formulation by Noda et al. [22], who investigated

a 15◦ inclined semi-elliptical crack subjected to a two-dimensional Hertzian contact load. In

the continuation of the work by Way [15], the majority of the studies on surface initiated

RCF that are reported in the literature, assumed fatigue propagation based on the effect of

the lubricant.

Asperity point load mechanism

The effect of the surface roughness on the gear life was already pointed out by the experimental

study performed by Dawson [23] in 1962. The effects of surface roughness, lubrication film

thickness and hardness were investigated experimentally using disc machines with the purpose

to improve understanding of pitting in gear applications. The effect of metallic asperity

contact in the damage process was emphasized. Reduced surface roughness or increased film

thickness improved the pitting lives of the investigated discs. Similarly the impact of the

peak to valley roughness on the life of 0.45 percent carbon steel rollers was highlighted in a

study by Soda and Yamamoto [24]. Fig. 4 summarizes experimental results taken from these

works illustrating the beneficial effect of reduced surface roughness on fatigue life. Several

other experimental studies [25, 26] identified surface roughness and asperity interaction as a

decisive factor in the damage process.
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Figure 4: Experimental results taken from [23, 24] illustrating the impact of surface roughness on fatigue life.
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Figure 5: Surface roughness profiles measured on a gear flank in the rolling direction outside the contact
region. Note the different scales on the horizontal and vertical axes.

Additionally it was highlighted that both surface topography and lubrication conditions

may change during service [23]. Side leakage of the lubricant will for instance reduce the film

thickness. During running of the gear surface properties may deteriorate due to indentation

of debris or contaminants in the lubricant. These alterations are detrimental to the fatigue

life of the component. Wear on the contact surface may conversely reduce the surface rough-

ness and remove early surface damage. Polishing contact surfaces prior to use reduces the

surface roughness and may prevent the development of surface distress [27]. Furthermore su-

perfinished gears were reported to undergo hardly any changes in surface topography during

running which explained a significant increase in fatigue life [28]. Talysurf surface texture

or roughness measurements as illustrated in Fig. 5, are used to describe or quantify the sur-

face roughness with different scalar measures of the profile such as the average roughness,

the maximum profile peak height, the maximum profile valley depth, etc. Multiple measures

exist to describe the surface topography. An accurate description of the profile using only

such scalar measures is however difficult as different profiles may have identical roughness

measures.
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rolling direction

small asperity

locally high tensile
surface stresses in
front of asperity

RCF crack

spall

line load (2D)

local point load (3D)

Figure 6: The asperity point load mechanism illustrated on a pinion with an equivalent geometry. The
cylinder represents the follower gear wheel.

The importance of the tensile surface stress introduced by asperity contact in the surface

initiated RCF damage process was mentionned by Ichimaru et al. [25] and further developed

by Olsson [6] who formulated the asperity point load mechanism. The idea behind the mech-

anism based on surface roughness is illustrated for an equivalent geometry in Fig. 6. Two

contacting bodies with perfectly smooth surfaces are modelled as a cylindrical contact and

would introduce at most small tensile surface stresses for a finite body. For an infinite body

zero surface stress would be obtained. However when small asperities on the contacting sur-

faces are considered, local three-dimensional point loads are introduced, which disturb the

two-dimensional cylindrical contact profile, see Fig. 6. The small asperity acts locally as stress

raiser inducing large tensile surface stresses in front of the asperity. A purely two-dimensional

contact load could explain bands of damage over the contact width, but not separate spalls as

in Fig. 1(b). By inducing locally high tensile surface stresses, the asperity point load mech-

anism explains local damage. The hypothesis behind the asperity point load mechanism is

that these stresses can cause fatigue initiation and crack propagation leading to RCF damage.

The asperity point load mechanism was further investigated by Alfredsson, who focused

on simplified experiments and showed that point loads could initiate and propagate cracks in

case hardened gears. A normal spherical indenter on a flat surface induced normal standing

contact fatigue (SCF) [29], which presented itself as a ring/cone crack, see the surface view

in Fig. 7(a). The surface crack circumvented the circular cyclic contact region. However in

the case of inclined SCF [30], tangential frictional forces altered the damage morphology, see

Fig. 7(b), as the surface crack did no longer circumvent the contact region. The sub-surface

crack trajectory obtained for the SCF experiments were similar to the cross-sectional profiles

of initial surface distress cracks, see Fig. 7(c).

The work by Dahlberg with focus on the initiation risk in gear contact surfaces, further
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(a) Surface ring crack due to nor-
mal SCF [29].

(b) Surface damage for 10◦ in-
clined SCF. From study per-
formed in [30].

(c) Sub-surface damage for 10◦

inclined SCF. From study per-
formed in [30].

Figure 7: Illustration of standing contact fatigue (SCF) damage obtained with a spherical indenter. The
circular cyclic contact region had radius 1mm. For the inclined SCF the tangential frictional
forces were directed leftward.

contributed to the study of the asperity point load mechanism. The presence of asperities on

gear flanks and their influence on the surface stress was pointed out [12]. Furthermore it was

shown that these large tensile surface stresses could be responsible for fatigue crack initiation

and how friction on the asperity could increase the risk for initiating fatigue damage [31].

The current work is a contribution to further validation and study of the asperity point

load mechanism. Besides fatigue crack initiation, the asperity point load mechanism was used

to explain fatigue crack propagation, see Paper A. The numerical crack path prediction was

compared to the experimental spall profiles in Fig. 2(c). Main features such as the entry

angle β and the propagation direction were captured. Also, different criteria for crack path

prediction were evaluated for the RCF load cycle. In Paper B the fatigue life was estimated

and compared to the spalling life of gears that suffered from surface initiated RCF. Different

equivalent stress intensity factor ranges were studied. The two-dimensional fatigue crack

growth model in the symmetry plane of the spall was then used in Paper C to investigate the

effects of asperity size, friction and residual surface stress. A parametric study was performed

to assess influences on fatigue risk, fatigue crack path trajectory and spalling life. Finally the

typical surface morphology of surface initiated RCF damage was investigated by means of a

new three-dimensional crack description and the eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM)

available in Abaqus (6.12), see Paper D. A simplified three-dimensional load based on the

asperity point load mechanism was used to study qualitatively the effects of inclination angle

and friction on the spall opening angle α.
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Modelling and methods

Surface initiated RCF damage was modelled based on data from a gear application. The

investigated gears were idler gears from a truck retarder which presented surface initiated

spalling damage on the driving flanks. The numerical simulations of RCF damage were based

on data estimated from the studied gear application, illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Details of the

different modelling features are specified in the appended papers.

The material parameters for the case material and the assumptions for the isotropic lin-

ear elastic material model were presented in Paper A. Additionally the fatigue and crack

closure behaviour of the case hardened material was investigated through a experimental

series described in detail in Paper B. The gear geometry was modelled by means of an equiv-

alent geometry, and the asperity and initial crack dimensions were mainly based on surface

roughness measurements. The geometric parameters were primarily described in Paper A.

The three-dimensional crack description for the study of the spall opening angle was how-

ever presented in Paper D. The two-dimensional fatigue crack growth model based on linear

elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) was developed in Papers A and B. The determination of

the fatigue crack path direction was focused upon in Paper A, whereas the estimation of the

fatigue crack growth rate in the symmetry of the spall was studied in Paper B. The crack

model assumptions related to the three-dimensional crack study were presented in Paper D.

In accordance with the asperity point load mechanism illustrated in Fig. 6, the description

of the load consisted of a two-dimensional cylindrical contact and a three-dimensional spher-

ical contact. The relation between the asperity loads and the position of two-dimensional

cylindrical contact was derived using a finite element (FE) contact model, see Paper A. The

asperity point load model used in Papers A and B assumed a frictionless cylindrical contact,

whereas the effect of friction for the cylindrical contact was added and investigated in Paper

C. The asperity was assumed to penetrate the lubrication film and it was therefore in all pa-

pers modelled with friction corresponding to metal-metal contact. The simplified load used

for the study of the surface features of surface initiated RCF damage was described in Paper

D.

Modelling of the RCF load was essential to introduce the driving force behind the sur-

face initiated RCF damage process, i.e. the tensile stresses introduced by the asperity point

load mechanism. Hence its importance for the simulation of surface initiated RCF damage.

Different features of the combined cylindrical and asperity RCF load with different levels of

friction were particularly challenging and complicated the investigation. These properties of

the RCF load had to be taken into account during the simulation of the fatigue crack path

direction and the fatigue life, in order to ensure relevant estimates of the spalling damage

characteristics.
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Gear contact

The RCF load on the pinion or driving gear was introduced by contact with a follower gear

wheel. Contact on the pinion started in the vicinity of its root, i.e. in the lower region of the

gear flank or dedendum in Fig. 1(b). The contact load moved then upwards on the driving

gear flank towards the tip of the gear tooth. This load direction is designated as the rolling

direction. A pure rolling motion between the contacting gear teeth is observed at the pitch

line, see Fig. 2(a). The motion in the region below the pitch line, i.e. on the dedendum, of

the pinion is accompanied with negative slip, whereas positive slip occurred above the pitch

line of the pinion, i.e. on the addendum. Observe that the contact load sequence on a follower

gear flank is opposite, i.e. from gear tooth tip to root, with negative slip on the addendum

and positive slip on the dedendum.

The sign of the slip occurring on the flank of the pinion determined the direction of the

tangential frictional forces. Hence on the pinion the tangential frictional load was directed

opposite to the rolling direction below or before the pitch line and changed direction at the

pitch line. The initiation sites of the v-shaped spalls were situated on the dedendum of the

pinion, see Fig. 1(b), thus the spherical tangential traction load was always directed opposite

the rolling direction.

Non-proportional load

An important property of RCF loads is the non-proportionality, i.e. the principal directions

rotate and the magnitude of the principal stresses or strains varies during the load cycle.

Non-proportionality of the load yields phenomena such as crack closure or additional cyclic

hardening [32]. Non-proportional loading of fatigue cracks has not been investigated as exten-

sively as proportional loading. A consequence of the non-proportionality of the load is that

the extrema of the different SIFs may occur at different instances during the load cycle. This

complicates the fatigue crack growth simulations. Different approaches exist to deal with a

non-proportional load when predicting the fatigue crack path direction [33]. One approach

is the selection of an appropriate instance during the load cycle, which controls the crack

path direction and growth rate. The load at this critical instance is then used in standard

procedures to determine the fatigue crack deflection and growth rate. In the current work,

see Paper A, a critical instance was defined by the load configuration inducing maximum KI

at the crack tip in the symmetry plane. The critical instance approach has for example also

been used in a study of RCF in a silicon nitride ball bearing [34, 35], where the SIFs were

calculated at a critical load configuration and used to predict crack growth direction and

rate. The definition of the critical instance during a non-proportional load cycle can however

influence the simulated fatigue crack path and corresponding fatigue life estimates as shown

by Prasad et al. [36] for a thermo-mechanical fatigue load.
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Crack closure

Another characteristic of the RCF load is crack closure due to the high compressive minimum

loads. To estimate the spalling life, the SIFs have to be adjusted for crack closure by defining

effective SIFs. In the current work a constant crack closure limit KI,cl was assumed. The

crack was open for KI > KI,cl and when crack closure occurred KI was set to the crack closure

limit. The shearing SIFs were then expected to remain equal to their value at onset of crack

closure. In the DCT specimen fatigue crack growth experiments in Paper B, the change in

compliance observed in a load-displacement curve is explained by crack closure and was used

to investigate the crack closure limit in the presence of compressive minimum loads.

Multiple mechanisms have been proposed to account for the growth retardation effect

of crack closure, see Fatigue of Materials by Suresh [37] for a detailed account. Potentially

significant mechanisms with the RCF load for the gear application are plasticity-induced and

roughness-induced crack closure. Residual plastic deformation at the crack wake explains

plasticity-induced crack closure. With roughness-induced crack closure the mismatch of frac-

ture surfaces due to for instance shearing loads or relaxation of residual stresses, induces

premature contact.

Mixed-mode load

Along the RCF crack front all three fracture modes illustrated in Fig. 8 exist. The crack is

thus a priori subjected to spatial mixed-mode loads. The presence of a in-plane shear load

at a crack front location induces deflection of the fatigue crack increment, resulting in curved

crack trajectories or crack faces. The out-of-plane shear load is related to tilting of the fatigue

crack and may result in the typical so called ’factory roof’ fracture surface morphology. In

combination with a mode I fracture mechanism, the shearing mode SIFs induce thus non-

planar crack faces.

In the symmetry plane of the crack, plane mixed-mode loads are obtained, as KIII = 0.

The two-dimensional fatigue crack growth study in the symmetry plane had therefore only to

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Illustration of (a) mode I fracture mode, (b) mode II or in-plane shear fracture mode, and (c) mode
III, anti-plane or out-of-plane shear fracture mode.
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consider KI and KII. The fatigue crack deflection was assumed to occur according to a mode

I fracture mechanism, i.e. with a dominant effect of the mode I load. The deflection angle

in Paper A was found to agree with the direction perpendicular to the principal direction

at the crack tip position in the uncracked material. Additionally the effects on the fatigue

crack path simulation of four different criteria based on a mode I fracture mechanism was

investigated, see Paper A for details. In the current work, the fatigue crack growth rate was

expressed with a Paris’ law using an equivalent SIF range. Four different expressions were

evaluated in Paper B and the formulation by Tanaka [38] was selected for further study of

the spalling life. More crack path direction criteria and equivalent fatigue life parameters can

be found in the literature [39].

In summary, the RCF loads are non-proportional spatial mixed-mode loads inducing extensive

crack closure, which complicates the prediction of the crack path direction and the estimation

of the spalling life.

Parametric investigations

Different parametric investigations have been performed in the appended papers to contribute

both to the improved understanding of the RCF damage process and investigate the effects of

various modelling assumptions and parameters. The one-parameter-at-a-time approach was

primarily used to highlight effects of variables on a reference configuration. One parameter was

then varied, while the remaining variables were fixed to their reference value. The investigated

parameter then usually takes multiple values allowing to identify non-linear trends of the

dominant behaviour. This approach requests however the definition or determination of a

relevant reference configuration and does not allow to identify interaction effects between

parameters.

An alternative more structured procedure, presented in Statistics for Experimenters by

Box et al. [40], is called the factorial design. Each independent variable is called a factor,

which can take different values or levels. The product of the total number of levels for each

factor indicates then the total number of experiments or tests to be performed in a full

factorial design. The effect of the different factors on the investigated property or response of

each test is determined by the computation of main effects and interaction effects, see Fig. 9.

The latter informs about how the effect of one factor is modified by the value of one or several

other factors. Generally two levels per factor are defined, often designated as the low (−) and

high (+) level, which assumes a linear response. The results of the parametric investigation

depend on the selection of relevant levels. More levels per factor or a large number of factors

results however in a significant increase of the total number of tests to perform. A fractional

factorial design can then be used with loss of information about the higher order interaction

effects. Higher order interaction effects tend to be small in general. When the interaction

effects are all negligible compared to the main effects then additivity of the effects of each
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Figure 9: Geometric illustration of main effects and interactions for a 23 factorial design [40] with three
factors: A, B and C. The red experiments are assigned to the high level (+), whereas the blue ones
correspond to the low level (−).

factor on the response is obtained. Finally an approximative response surface can be obtained

through multiple linear regression. The predictive accuracy of the obtained response surface

is controlled with for instance a planarity check, see Box et al. [40] for more details. In Paper

C a 24 full factorial design was performed, where the factors were model parameters and

the tests corresponded to numerical simulations with a two-dimensional fatigue crack growth

model. Five different responses that are relevant for surface initiated RCF were investigated.

Approximative quadri-linear response surfaces were formulated and the predictive accuracy

was evaluated for the different responses.
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XFEM

The eXtended Finite Element Method was first proposed by Belytschko and Black in 1999

[41] to improve the accuracy of finite element modelling of cracks. Standard finite elements

use typically polynomial shape functions. The improved accuracy with the XFEM is due to

the choice of particular enrichment functions for elements containing the crack front. These

enrichment functions are additional basis functions which allow to represent more accurately

the displacement field around the crack front. They are typically based on analytical solutions.

Within LEFM the asymptotic near-tip displacement field (plane strain) has the following four

basis functions
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where (r, θ) are the local polar coordinates at the crack tip. The first enrichment function of

the basis is discontinuous over the crack faces, whereas the remaining enrichment functions are

continuous. The presence of cracks induces indeed (strong) discontinuities in the displacement

field. Nodes of elements intersected by the crack, but not containing the crack front or crack

tip, are enriched with a Heaviside step function [42], which is a more straightforward procedure

to construct a discontinuous displacement field across the crack surface away from the crack

front. The different enrichment functions are added to the FE displacement field with the

Partition of Unity Method (PUM) [43], resulting into additional nodal degrees of freedom. The

enrichments are only added locally to a select number of nodes, i.e. to nodes of elements that

contain the crack. This version of the XFEM with an extrinsic enrichment is available in the

commercial FE software Abaqus (6.12) [44], which was used in Paper D for the qualitative

study of the spall opening angle. More detailed information about the development and

formulation of the eXtended Finite Element Method can be found in [45, 46, 47, 48]. The

methodology has been applied to the analysis of non-planar three-dimensional cracks [49].

The crack or discontinuity is not modelled geometrically, so the mesh does not need to

conform to the crack path, which is clearly an advantage of the method and the motivation

for its use in Paper D. In order to determine the position of the crack or crack front, the Level

Set Method (LSM) proposed by Osher and Sethian [50] is used. It allows to keep track of the

crack front by means of two level set functions. Each level set function defines a surface or

interface in space by its zero level. The intersection of the two surfaces or interfaces results

in the position of the crack front.
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Results and discussion

The study of fatigue cracks based on linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) assumes the

crack to be long. The crack size should then exceed characteristic dimensions of both the

micro-structure and the near-tip cyclic plastic region. Consequently the influence of the micro-

structure and the cyclic plastic zone at the crack tip can then be neglected. The applicability

of LEFM in the two-dimensional fatigue crack growth study of surface initiated RCF was

investigated and validated in Paper A. A more practical approach was the validation by the

good agreement between simulated crack path trajectories and experimental spall profiles.

The current work modelled the fatigue crack path in the symmetry plane of the spall and

estimated the corresponding spalling life. The investigation of the three-dimensional crack

configuration focused on a qualitative study of the spall opening angle. More detailed results

and discussions can still be found in the appended papers.

Fatigue crack path prediction

The accurate prediction of the fatigue crack path in the symmetry plane of the spalling dam-

age was an essential requirement for reliable estimates of the spalling life. The crack path

prediction aspects of the two-dimensional crack growth model were primarily developed in

Paper A. The use of different crack path prediction criteria evaluated at the critical propa-

gation instance did not affect the predicted fatigue crack trajectory. For KI,cl = 0, a critical

propagation instance defined by either KI,max or σθ,max evaluated for KI > KI,cl, did not
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Figure 10: Predicted fatigue crack paths for different propagation instances (KI,max or σθ,max) and different
negative crack closure limits KI,cl [MPa
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m] compared to three experimental spall profiles. Note

the different scales used on the vertical and horizontal axes. (Paper B)
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Figure 11: Fatigue crack path predictions for varied local (λasp, µasp) and global (µ, σR) parameters. The
black dashed line corresponds to a representative experimental spall profile from the studied gear
application. (Paper C)

have a significant effect on the simulated crack path, see Fig. 10. The obtained crack path

trajectory was compared to experimental spall profiles. Both the shallow entry angle and the

propagation in the rolling direction were recovered. The low inclination angle of the simu-

lated crack path was due to the contribution of the cylindrical pressure distribution. Asperity

loads solely would indeed induce considerably steeper crack paths, see Paper A. A negative

crack closure limit had no effect on the crack path prediction with KI,max defining the crit-

ical instance. However with σθ,max as critical instance, the simulated RCF crack tended to

turn prematurely towards the surface for KI,cl < 0, see Paper B. Further investigation of the

behaviour of the RCF crack was performed with KI,max as critical instance and KI,cl = 0.

A parameter study was performed in Paper C to determine the effects of surface roughness,

friction and residual surface stress on the simulated crack path using the two-dimensional

fatigue crack growth model, see Fig. 11. The asperity aspect ratio λasp represented the
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influence of the surface roughness. Both the effects of friction on the asperity, µasp, and for

the cylindrical contact, µ, were studied. The residual surface stress in the rolling direction σR

was expressed in MPa. Fig. 11 represents results from a one-parameter-at-a-time parametric

investigation. The reference configuration, corresponding to the solid black crack trajectory,

was defined by λasp = 0.03, µasp = 0.3, µ = 0 and σR = 0. A very significant effect of the

residual stress on the predicted crack path and inclination angle is highlighted in Fig. 11(d).

Compressive residual surface stress was expected to considerably reduce the depth of the

spalling damage, which agreed with experimental observations [15]. Further both increased

friction, see Figs. 11(b) and 11(c), and surface roughness, see Fig. 11(a), induced steeper RCF

crack predictions, i.e. deeper pits or spalls.

Fatigue life estimation

RCF cracks are subjected to large compressive loads during the load cycle, which will induce

large negative load ratios and crack closure. The effect of negative load ratios R on the

crack closure limit and fatigue crack growth rate was investigated experimentally in Paper

B using DCT specimens. The fatigue crack growth rate results, see Fig. 12(a), pointed at

KI,cl = 0, below which crack closure at the crack tip was expected. Fatigue crack growth

parameters for the two-dimensional crack growth model were determined from Fig. 12(a).

The modelling of the RCF life was primarily developed in Paper B. The effect of negative

crack closure limits on the numerical prediction of the spalling life, see Fig. 12(b), indicated

a reduction of the predicted spalling life due to increased equivalent SIF range in Paris’ law.

Four different formulations of an equivalent SIF range were investigated in Paper B. The crack
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Figure 13: Fatigue life predictions for varied local (λasp, µasp) and global (µ, σR) parameters. The black
diamonds indicate experimental results for spalls on different pinions. (Paper C)

tip displacement criterion proposed by Tanaka [38] was selected, as it was found to give more

conservative fatigue life predictions for the investigated load sequence and crack lengths.

The effects of surface roughness, friction and residual surface stress on the fatigue life

prediction were investigated in Paper C, see Fig. 13 for the results from the one-parameter-

at-a-time approach. The reference configuration, corresponding to the solid black curve, was

defined by λasp = 0.03, µasp = 0.3, µ = 0 and σR = 0. The factorial design presented in Paper

C indicated a comparable effect of all four factors. Improved surface finish and lubrication

conditions were expected to increase the fatigue life prediction. The same effect was obtained

with the introduction of compressive residual stress.

The numerically predicted effects were in qualitative agreement with multiple experimental

observations [15, 23]. These results further supported the asperity point load mechanism as

a source behind surface initiated RCF damage.
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Surface morphology study

The study of the surface features of surface initiated RCF damage was performed in Paper D.

A new three-dimensional crack description was used so as to model the spall opening angle

α. The typical arrowhead surface morphology was assumed to be controlled by crack closure

causing crack arrest. The mode I SIFs along the arms of a simulated planar v-shaped crack

configuration are shown in Fig. 14 for different crack morphologies and frictional conditions.

Increased friction within the cylindrical contact region prevented crack closure through

increased crack opening loads KI. Hence, the spall opening angle was expected to be larger in

the case of increased tangential frictional forces. This effect was however fairly limited in the

case of shallow inclination angles, see the results corresponding to β = 15◦ in Fig. 14. This

observation highlights the importance of simulating a relevant entry angle β for quantitative
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Figure 14: Effect of spall opening angle α on KI for different combinations of the crack inclination angle β
and the cylindrical coefficient of friction µ. The normalized coordinate zβ/aβ equals 1 for the
maximum-depth point of the inclined crack, whereas zβ/aβ = 0 represents the planar crack front
location closest to the surface. (Paper D)
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assessments of the effect of friction on the spall opening angle. For close to frictionless

cylindrical contact conditions, a shallow inclination angle of the RCF damage induced a larger

spread of the damage, i.e. larger spall opening angles. This effect of the inclination angle is

illustrated in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) for frictionless cylindrical contact. Crack closure was

predicted for β = 30◦, whereas for β = 15◦, KI remained positive for any of the investigated

spall opening angles.

Increased understanding of the damage process and the spall opening angle in partic-

ular was obtained through the investigation in Paper D based on the asperity point load

mechanism. The surface initiated crack was subjected to crack closing loads due to the nor-

mal cylindrical pressure, whereas the tangential cylindrical traction and the asperity loads

contributed to crack opening.
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Conclusions

It was concluded in Paper A that the maximum mode I crack path for the surface initiated

RCF crack was well approximated by the trajectory of the largest principal stress in the

uncracked material. With KI,cl = 0, the crack path direction could be evaluated when KI was

the maximum during the load cycle. The simulated path in the symmetry plane of the RCF

damage agreed with the spalling profile both in the entry details and in the overall shape,

which verified the asperity point load mechanism for surface initiated RCF crack growth.

Throughout the growth simulations, KI,max developed when the asperity entered the contact.

Furthermore, the RCF crack growth could be modelled with LEFM although the crack length

was mostly small, but still exceeding the dimensions of the cyclic plastic zone at the crack

tip as well as the micro-structure. The predictions for initiation and growth of RCF cracks

followed accepted fatigue theory. The fatigue damage process was at both ends explained

by the asperity point load mechanism and linear elastic fracture mechanics. The influence

of the asperity size, friction and residual surface stress on the predicted crack trajectory was

further studied in Paper C with a parametric investigation. A significant reduction of the

size or depth of the RCF damage was best obtained through the introduction of compressive

residual surface stress in the case material. Shallow RCF cracks were also expected with

improved surface finish and lubrication conditions.

Crack growth experiments on DCT specimens presented in Paper B suggested negative

KI,cl values for negative load ratios. It was concluded from the experimental results that the

material displayed crack closure both at the crack tip and behind the tip when compressive

minimum loads occurred during the load cycle. The combined effect suggested that KI,cl =

0. Additionally, the numerical spalling life predictions were based on an equivalent stress

intensity factor range. Comparison between four different criteria from the literature indicated

the crack tip displacement criterion by Tanaka to yield the most conservative estimates. The

crack growth life simulations showed that the stresses from the combined asperity and cylinder

contact could predict the spalling life in the investigated gear application. The simulated crack

growth life clearly depended on KI,cl, but supported the asperity point load mechanism for

surface initiated RCF. A parameter study performed in Paper C indicated a comparable effect

of the asperity size, friction and residual surface stress on the predicted RCF life. Reduced

surface roughness, improved lubrication conditions and compressive residual surface stress all

pointed at increased simulated RCF life, which agreed with experimental observations and

engineering experience.

In Paper D, a three-dimensional FE model was used to investigate the typical v-shaped

crack morphology observed for surface initiated RCF damage. The spall opening angle was

studied with a new three-dimensional crack geometry in combination with a simplified three-

dimensional RCF load based on the asperity point load mechanism. Crack arrest due to

crack closure with KI,cl = 0 along the arms of the v-shaped crack was proposed as explaining
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mechanism for the typical surface features. The crack closing loads were introduced by the

normal cylindrical Hertzian pressure distribution, whereas the normal asperity load and the

tangential frictional loads contributed to open the crack when the asperity entered the contact.

Increased friction for the cylindrical contact pointed at increased spread of the RCF damage,

i.e. larger spall opening angles. This detrimental effect of friction was however limited for the

more shallow crack inclination angles. For close to frictionless cylindrical contact, increased

spall opening angles were expected for shallow inclination angles when compared to steeper

RCF cracks. This effect of the inclination angle on the spall opening angle was however

inversed for increased friction in the cylindrical contact. The determination of qualitative

effects of friction and inclination angle on the typical v-shaped crack morphology of surface

initiated RCF damage increased understanding of the damage process and extended support

for the asperity point load mechanism.
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Summary of appended papers

Paper A: Rolling contact fatigue crack path prediction by the asperity point load mechanism.

In this paper the crack path of surface initiated rolling contact fatigue was investigated

numerically based on the asperity point load mechanism. Data for the simulation were cap-

tured from a gear contact with surface initiated rolling contact fatigue. The evolvement of

contact parameters was derived from an FE contact model where the gear contact had been

transferred to an equivalent contact of a cylinder against a plane with an asperity. When the

asperity contact pressure was separated from the cylinder pressure, closed-form solutions exist

for the stresses in the substrate and the crack tip loads were computed. A critical instance

during the load cycle was defined, at which five crack propagation criteria were evaluated

with practically identical crack path predictions. It was noted that the trajectory of largest

principal stress in the uncracked material could be used for the path prediction. Different

load types were investigated. The simplified versions added some understanding, but the full

description with cylinder and asperity pressures was required for accurate results. The mode

I fracture mechanism was applicable to the investigated rolling contact fatigue cracks. The

simulated path predicted the spall profile both in the entry details as in the overall shape,

which suggested that the asperity point load mechanism was valid not only for initiation but

also for rolling contact fatigue crack growth.

Paper B: A fracture mechanical life prediction method for rolling contact fatigue based on

the asperity point load mechanism.

This paper had as purpose the development of a fracture mechanics based method for

determining the spalling life and to verify the life prediction against the spalling life in some

gear teeth. It builds further on the asperity point load model and predictions presented in

Paper A. Indeed, correct crack path prediction is a prerequisite for accurate estimation of

fatigue life. The computational tool for RCF life required an equivalent mixed-mode life

parameter. Such are suggested in the literature and some of these were evaluated in this

paper. Also, the work required material properties for crack growth at stress cycles with

highly compressive minimum loads. Hence, an experimental series was performed for crack

growth at negative load ratios in case hardened gear steel. Negative crack closure limits KI,cl

were suggested by the compliance, but not the crack growth rate. Simulations with small

negative closure limits predicted the spalling life in the gears. It was however noted that the

life predictions depended largely on the equivalent mixed-mode life parameter and KI,cl.
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Paper C: Surface initiated rolling contact fatigue based on the asperity point load mechanism

- A parameter study.

The influence of four design parameters on surface initiated RCF damage was investigated

in this paper using the two-dimensional fatigue crack growth model developed in Papers A

and B. The contribution of tangential frictional forces from the cylindrical contact was added

to the RCF load. The selected parameters were asperity size, asperity friction, cylindrical

friction and residual surface stress, and could all be modified by altering surface treatment

and/or lubrication conditions of a gear application. Both a classic one-parameter-at-a-time

approach and 2-level full factorial design were performed. Reduced asperity height and local

asperity friction had the largest effect on reducing the initiation risk. Improved surface finish

and lubrication conditions, and compressive residual surface stress had all a beneficial effect

of reducing the spalling depth and increasing fatigue life. Shallow surface initiated RCF

cracks were primarily obtained through compressive residual surface stress, whereas all four

design parameters had a comparable effect on the predicted spalling life. Response surfaces

were proposed to assist in the design against surface initiated RCF. The parameter study

improved further understanding of the damage process and confirmed that the model based

on the asperity point load mechanism could capture effects observed experimentally.

Paper D: Investigation of the spall opening angle of surface initiated rolling contact fatigue.

This work focused on the study of the spall opening angle to increase understanding of the

typical surface morphology observed with surface initiated RCF and allow determination of

the damage spread in the contact surface of the gear application. The investigation of the spall

opening angle required a new three-dimensional crack description used in combination with

a three-dimensional FE model. A simplified three-dimensional RCF load based on the asper-

ity point load mechanism was introduced by a user-defined distributed loading. The stress

intensity factors along the crack front were determined for the stationary three-dimensional

crack by the XFEM implementation available in Abaqus (6.12). Crack arrest due to crack

closure was proposed as explaining mechanism for the typical v-shaped damage morphology.

The crack closing loads were introduced by the normal cylindrical pressure distribution. The

qualitative effect on the stress intensity factors along the arms of the typical v-shaped crack

was specifically investigated for different combinations of friction in the cylindrical contact re-

gion and inclination angle of the RCF surface crack. The parameter study indicated increased

spall opening angles for increased friction. This effect was significantly reduced for the more

shallow inclination angles. For frictionless cylindrical contact the spall opening angle tended

to be smaller for larger inclination angles, whereas increased friction pointed at the opposite

effect of the inclination angle on the spall opening angle. The findings further supported the

asperity point load mechanism as an important source for surface initiated RCF damage.
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